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oic/cso,
From such enquiries as I have been able to make,

I do not think there is any grounds for supposing that the
Master or any of the crew inducing the steward of the*
"Fleratus” , were responsible* for the reported excessive use
of alcohol on board catchers at the South Shetlands during
the 1924-1925 whaling season. 1 put up herewith a statement J
shewing the quantities of Spirits, Wine and Malt Liquor which

declared to by the* Masters of the different Floating
Factories operating at the South Shetlands during that season,
on their arrival within the waters of this Colony, with the
amounts consumed during their stay in the Colony, on which
Import Duty has been collected. I may mention that this is
the first occasion on which I have heard of any such
occurance having taken place at the South Shetlands.

Colonial Treasurer 
10th August 1925.
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to The Honourable the Colonial Secretary.
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From His Excellency the Governor
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C. 7/25.

25.Confidential.

use of alcohol on board catchers.
2.

G. R. L. Brown.

for Colonial Secretary.

I am directed by the Governor to inform 
you that in the report of the Honourable the 
Colonial Secretary on his recent visit to South 
Shetlands attention was drawn to the excessive

I am bo request that you will investigate 
this matter on your return to South Georgia and 
report to what extent the abuse of alcohol on 
board catchers exists in that Dependency and what 
measures are practicable for its control.

E. B. Binnie, Esq., 
Stanley.

Sir,

24th April,

I am,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,



C/35/25.

26"th June, 25
Confidential.

I

use of alcohol on board catchers.
2.

r. L. Brown.G.

for Colonial Secretary.

H. Riches,
Stanley.

iJi

you that 
Colonial

I am to request that you will report to 
what extent the abuse of alcohol on board catchers
exists in that Dependency and what measures are 
practicable for its control.

am directed by the Governor to inform 
in the report of the Honourable the 
Secretary on his recent visit to south 

Shetlands attention was drawn to the excessive

/

Sir,

I am,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Mr. S.



1 Stanley,

June 29th.1925.

Confidential.

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter No. C/?/25, dealing with the reported excessive use
of alcohol on hoard catchers in the Dependency of the South

This abuse did not coneShetlands during the last season.
indeed I may add, that during my three seas-under my notice,

in the Dependency,at no time has it done so, during theon ’ s
1923/4, I was enabled to make many trips cut in whaleseason
and. on every accasicn I found it was absent, neverthe-boats,

less the subject was ever present in my mind, particularly
just prior to the arrival of a vessel

of his

am unable to connect any vessel with bringing it into the
Dependency other than the

ager for one moment, knowing as they do that success during
the season depends on the whaleboats, neither do I think that
liquor is brought in to any great extent on any of the whaling

and in this case it is underother than the factory,vessels,
the whaleboats not beingthe personal control of the manager,

but thatcertainly it could, be concealed,allowed to carry it,

the abuse during the last season seems to merun any risks,
to have escaped, the notice of either of the manager’s, for I
feel sure that they would have acquainted me of the fact.

I am of opinion that the attention of the Colonial Secre
tary was drawn to this subject during his visit to the two
factories then South of Deception - the ’’Southern Queen” and.

and as the former was visited by the’’Roald Amundsen”

a manager would, refer to/possibility
men getting liquor from the incoming ship, and. ask me to see

from parts beyond the 
. the

that it did not occur; but, as it appears to have happened. I

means instant dismissal for which the gunner is not prepared to

’’Southern Isles” or the ’’Pleurus” ;
one thing is certain, this would not be tolerated by any man

seas, sometimes



, and the whaleboats o'" the
’’Roald Amundsen” were sent round tc her for bunkers, there is the pro

dismiss from *my mind the fact that this was the first visit of the
thecoasting vessel to the Dependency, as also the first time that
it

coasting to that place
from Stanley, when a similar thing happened,the sudden outbreak of
drunkenness amongst the workers, which later was traced to the Steward
of that vessel carrying it out from Stanley, this man later went to
one of the whaling stations at South Georgia and the same thing hap-

I very strongly suspect the ’’Pleurus" taking liquor down from Stanley,
which would account for it coming so clearl}r under the notice of the
Colonial Secretary, I am satisfied that it has not been going on for

as a precautionary measure I would suggest that
all vessels bound for the South Shetlands after the opening the

the seas,should enter first either at South

their part in coming into Stanley ) and that all dutiable steres -on
after the usual 8 days issue, should be placed under seal; on arrival
at the South Shetlands the vessel should proceed to the Port at which
the Whaling Officer is stationed, he could then proceed - in the case
of a collier - in her to whatever other place she is bound for in

the Dependency and thus have further means of touring his district,
during which time she should be under seal. In the case of the "Dleur-

by the police in Stanley, in this I mean that ths Liquor Sales ^ock
in the possession of licensed persons should be more systematically

book being kept up to date, and that names of purchasers, with the
quantity of liquor purchased, should be carefully examined to see
that the entry noted therein is genuine, as I feel that if this traf-
fie is again revived by a local vessel, for instance the ’’Pleurus”,
it would be a difficult matter to put down, again, there is the

of

j the ’’Southern Isles" at ’’Breeze Harbour"

us”

season, from parts beyond

scrutinised, and that pressure be brought to bear ’with a view to this

revives in my mind the early days of the whaling station at New Ishand, 
and the commencement of the Steamer "Columbus”

long, nevertheless,

pened there, this man is, I believe, away from the place; personally,

I think that she can conveniently be controlled, to seme extent,

excessive use of alcohol had beef! noticed by anyone, therefore

bability that liquor was obtained from her; however, I am unable to

Georgia or Stanley ( I happen tc know that there would be no objection



’^the possibility of her obtaining supplies on her trips to South Qeor

ing their stay,
consideration now that this Norwegian vessel is operating coastwise,

and one coming out in a collier,or some such ship to South
Georgia, to arrange for supplies to be brought by one of the latter-
vessels.

Officer in Charge Asst, Customs Officer,
of Secretariat,

Stanley.

the procedure at that place, as to whether vessels are sealed up dur 
but I am/opinion that this should be given careful

’’Pleurus”

I am, Sir,

it would be a simple matter for two Stewards, say the one in the

gia, from Transports usually to be found lying there, I do not know
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M.H.lTo, C.7/25.

C.C.l'Jo, 91/25.
Magistrate’s Office,

South Georgia,

26th May, 1925.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of
pril,1925., and in reply

to inform you that during the season there seldom exists
alcohol on Whale Catchers as it is forbidden by the
Companies

on arrival of a CatcherThe usual procedure is,2.
the Customs take charge of any alcohol found on board,
this is either taken to the Customs House or handed to

smallthe Manager for safe keeping or if it is only a
quantity is left on board at the discretion of the
Manager.

In 1921 when the law regarding the use of Stills3.

Subra" and 3.3.and 1 on 3.3. Tl3tation at Leith Hbr,
of Messrs 3alvesen c Co. Managers of other Companies also
raided their Stations and found several 3tills which were
all destroyed, since then nothing of the kind has been
carried on.

It would in my opinion be a very difficult matter4.

to provide legislation wherewith catchers could be
forbidden to carry alcohol.

/ TheT h e H o n o u ra b 1 e
The Colonial 3ecretary.

3 T ■; 1 L Y.

n3edna"
was brought into force there were 11 or 12 found on the

your letter C.7/25. of 24th



The. only way in which it cun be kept down, is the
method adopted at present; but usually any alcohol
taken on board a Catcher in a' foreign port is all
consumed before arrival at South Georgia.

5. The only occasion on v/hich the Crev’s of

Catchers are given alcohol, in any form is at Xmas,

hew Yeah and Taster, ■"hen each man is given-an

al lowance.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your Obedient Servant.

• Magistrate•


